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DESCRIPTION The housekeeping habitability subsystem was designed to provide the
_: cleanup, collection, processing, transfer and storage of refuse generated during
_ a mi'ssionand crewmangarment/linenmaintenace. The study assumedrefusetransfer
would be accomplishedmanuallyfor the missionsunder consideration.Longerterm
missionsmay eventually,requiresome forms of automatictransfer. The housekeeping
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I1) Equipment cleaning includes all methods'which use a mist wipe, cloth or
spongeand a meansof dryingthe itemcleaned.
(2) The equipment cleaning function was assumed to be performed 15 times per
"day. Three times for meal cleanup, six times for.cleanups of the personal
hygienearea, three times for cleanupof spills, etc., and two for continency
cleanup.
I_l Usageof a wettlngunlt,or equivalent, was basedon 2.25 mtnutesperuse•Wash r/dryer penalty was bas don washer concept8, Water Spray Agitation
and DryerconceptI, ForcedHotAir - ElectricDryer•
(5) Water usedfor SpaceStation equipmentcleaning was assumedto be recycled
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FIABITA'BILITYSUBSYSTEM FIousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTION Equipment Clean_o!pg
•APPLIANCE FUNCTION S_qrface .Wii_pinq
APPLIANCE CONCEPT _.O./TITLEI/Disposable Wet/Dry Wipes
"INDEX NO. 3.1.1.1 REF. NO. 236,186
DESCRIPTION The disposable wet/dry wipe concept utilizes a wet wipe for clean-
up and dry wipe to soak up remaining moisture. A wetting unit with hand hules is
supplied for the function. The wetting unit has a water supply outlet and a fan
for providing water entrainment during use. A centrifugal separator is provided
upstream of the blower to collect used water. Water temperature is controlled
by mixing hot with cold water in a temperature controlled mixing valve. The crew-
.man wets the wipe, uses it for area cleanup (disinfectant soap is located at the
wetting unit) and can be rewetted if necessary for cleanup. The wipe is wrung out
in the wetting unit and disposed of by deposit into a vacuum drier to remove excess
water. Dry wipe's are provided to dry damp areas left by tilewet wipe. The used
wipes are deposited into the refuse system. The disposable wipes are 12 inch
squares of 4 ply "wet strength" paper. One wet wipe and one dry wipe are provided
per cleanup based on a maximum of 15 cleanup functions per day.
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SPAC[CRAFT Space Station
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTZHllousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTIOtCEo_Jiampnt Clea_ing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Surface Wipinq
APPLIA_CE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/Reusable Wet/Disposable Dry Wipes
IND[X riO. 3.1.I.2 REF. NO. 236,186
DESCRIPTIOr_ The reusable wet/disposable dry wipe concept utilizes a wet reusable
wipe for cleanup and a disposable dry wipe to soak up remaining moisture. Tile
wetting unit described in concept I is also required for this concept. The re-
usable wipes, however, are wrung out in the wetting unit and reused. Three reus-
able wipes are provided for a maximum 15 cleanups per day. The wipe is ",sed a
maximum of 5 times before washing. After sixty washings, the wipe is discarded
and replaced. The reusable wipes are I0 inches square of 4 ply "wet strength" paper.
The disposable dry wipes are 12 inch squaresof 4 ply "wet strength" paper. One
dry wipe per cleanup are provisioned which are disposed of by deposit into a vacuum
drier to remove excess water. The dry wipes are provided to dry damp areas left
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMllousekeepinq HABITABILITY FUNCTIONEquipmegt Cleanirg
APPLIANCEFUr'ICTION Surface Wiping
APPLIANCECGICEPTNO./TITLE 3/Disposable Wet/Dry Wipes (Pre__q!d] .... ,
INDEX NO. 3.1.1.3 REF. N0.250,283
DESCRIPTION The disposable wet/dry wipes concept consists of prepackaged wet
wipes vlhich were used on Skylab. Tl_e wet wipes are contained within a package to
eliminate water evaporation during storage. The dry wipes are dispensed from a
196 count container• The wet and dry wipes are used for cleanup and discarded.
The Skylab size wet wipe weight and volume were ratioed (5.3) to the I0 inch
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMHousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTION Equ.ipnlent Clean___iing
APPLIANCe FUNCTION Surface Wiping
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 4/Automatic Mop
"INDEX NO. 3.1.1.4 REF. NO. 236,100
DESCRIPTION The automatic mop concept is a h_nd held scrubber head connected by
coaxial flex tubing to a water supply valve and an air transport system. Water
_s fed into a sponge in the scrubber head for use in cleaning equipment. A water
pick up housing connected to the vacuum line surrounds the sponge. A water separator
is used to c_llect water from the cabin air. A pump unit injects water into the
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BABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMllousekeepinq HABITABILITY FUNCTION Equipme:_t Cleaning
APPLIA_ICE FUNCTION burtace Wiping
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 5/Reusable Cleaning Cloths/Disposable Dry Wipes
INDEX NO. 3.1.1.5 REF. NO. 236,237,245,209
DESCRIPTION The reusable cleaning cloth/disposable dry wipe concept is the same
as Concept 2; however, terry cloth are used for cleansing cloths. The terry wash
clothes are 6 inches square. The cleaning cloths are provisioned 3 per day for a
maximum of 5 clean up functions. The cleaning cloth is used for sixty washings
then is discarded and replaced. The cleaning cloth is washed and dried daily using
a washing machine and dryer. The disposable dry wipes are 12 inch squares of 4 ply
"wet strength" paper. Once disposable dry wipe is provided per clean up based on a
maximum of 15 cleanup functions per day. The wipes are disposed of by deposit in
the refuse system. The concept is penalized for theusage of a wash/dryer for recycling
the terry cloth cleaning cloths.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEHousekeeping IIABITABILITY FU_ICTIONE_l'p_!_egt,C_leaning
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Surface Wiping
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 6/Disposable Cleanin9 Coths/Disposable Dry Wipes
INDEX NO. 3.1.1.6 REF. NO. 236,283
DESCRIPTIO_IThe disposable cleaning cloths/disposable dry wipes concept is the
system used on the Skylab applied to equipment cleaning. The terry cloth cleaning
cloths.are wetted by depressing a water supply valve. The unit will provide warm
water from a heated storage tank. After the cloth is used, it is squeezed using
a manual squeezer unit. The water squeezed from the cleaning cloth is assumed to
be recovered and routed to the water waste managementsystem. Three cleaning cloths
are provided per day for a maximumof 15 cleanup functions. The cleaning cloths
are disposed of by deposit into a vacuum dryer to remove excess water. The dried
cloth is then deposited into the refuse system. The disposable wipes are 12 inch
squares of 4 ply "wet strength" paper. One dry wipe is provided per cleanup based
on a maximumof 15 cleanup functions per day. The used dry wipe is deposited into
the refuse system.
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•INDEX NO. 3.1.I.7 REF. NO. 286,186
DESCRIPTION The disposablewet wipes/reusabledry wipes conceptis identicalto
conceptl, howeverreusabledry wipes are used for equipmentdrying. The terry cloth
reusabledry wipes are 15 inchesx 30 inchesand are used a maximumof 5 times before
washing. The wipes are washedand dryed after one day of usage and are discarded
after 60 washings. The dry wipes are provisioned3 per day for a maximumof 15
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IIABITABILITY SUP,SYSTEHllousekeeping IIABITABILITY FUHCTIO_IEquipment ClPanin_l
APPLIArICEFUNCTION Surface Wipinq
APPLIANCECONC[PTNO./TITLE 8/Reusable Wet/Dry Wipes
INDEXtlO. 3.1 1.8 REF. NO. 236,186
DESCRIPTION The reusable wet/dry wipes concept is identical to concept 2; however
reusable dry wipes are used for equipment drying. Tile terry cloth reusable dry wil,es
are used a maximumof 5 times before washing. The wi,) _ are washed and dried after
one day of usage and are discarded after 60 washings. The dry wipes are provisioned
3 per day for a maximumof 15 cleanup functiuns. The concept is penalized for the
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMHousekeeping HABITABILITY I UNCTION Equipment Cleaning
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Surface Wipinq
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO•/TITLE 9/Reusable Cleanin_ Cloths/Dry Wip_es_
INDEX NO. 3.1.1.9 REF. riO. 236,237,245
DESCRIPTION The reusable cleaning cloths/dry wipes concept is identical to concept
5; however, reusable dry wipes are used for equipment drying• The terry cloth reusable
dry wipes are used a maximum of 5 times before washing. The wipes are washed and
dried after one day of usage and are discarded after 60 washings. The dry wipes are
provisioned 3 per day for a maximum of 15 cleanup functions. The concept is penalized
for the usage of a washer/dryer for recycling the cleaning and drying cloths.
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SPACECRAFT Space Station
IIABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMllousekeeping HABITABILIIY _b,,CTlON_EEg_uipmentClear, ing
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Surface Wiping
APPLIANCE CONCEPI NO./TITLElO/Disposable Cleaninq Cloths/Reusable Dry Wipes
"INDEX NO. 3.1.1.10 REF. riO. 236,.283
DESCRIPTION The disposable cleaning cloths/reusable dry wipes concept is identical
to concept 6; however reusable dry wipes are used for equipment cleaning. The terry
cloth reusable dry wipes are used a maximum of 5 times before washing. The wipes
are washed and dried after one day of usage and are discarded after 60 washings.
The dry wipes are provisioned 3 per day for a maximum of 15 cleanup functions. The
concept is oenalized for the usage of a washer/dryer for recycling the drying cloths.
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"INDEXIiO. 3.1.1.11 REF. rlo. 236,170
DESCRIPTIO:IThe sponges/enclosedwettingunit conceptuses the wettingunit de-
scribedby conceptI. The spongesare con_pressedand are used for pickupof spills
of any type and generalcleanup. The spongesare made of cellulosematerialwhich
pxpandRtn a,nprnximatelv15 times its compressed:volumewhen soakingup liquid• A
singlecompressedspongeis 5 incheslong by I..6incheswide by .25 inchesdepth.
The spongevolume is 2.0 cubic inchesand weighs 18 grams. The wettingunit is
used for wetting/_ringingthespongesduring cleanup. The spongesare used for
cleanupand drying. Five spongesper day are provisionedfor a maximumof 15
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ItABITABILITY SUBSYSTEI.1tlousekeepinq. /tABITAf;ILITY FUNCTIO:IE{_p_ent C!eanin,j
APPLIAtICEFU;ICTION Surface Wiping
APPLIt,_ICECOtICEPTNO./TITLE 12/Sponqes/gl:ylah llettinfl Unitt
"INDEXrE0.3.1.1.12 REF. tl0. 2361170
DESCRIPTI0_;The sponges/Skylabwettingunit conceptis identicalto conceptEl;
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HABITA[_IL.ITY FUNCTIOtI 3.2 Refuse Manag,'ment
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 3.2.1 Manual Collection
NUMDEROF CONCEPTSCOHSIDERED 3
ASSUMP.TIONS
I. The manual collection of refuse utilizes crewman collection of refuse. The
collection devices considered were bags and stationary containers.
2. The refuse mix used for the compressible/noncompressible refuse is summarized
on the next page. The refuse mix was based on reference 203.
3. The total compressible and uncompressible refuse volume was divided by the
volumetric capacity of the collection devices to obtain the total number of devices
required for the missions.
4. Tile stud_' assumed no compaction for the compressible t. ash collection devices.
Reference material stated that 20 percent compressible was possible by ma,,Jal
compaction [)y the crewm_n. However, the conservative approach was taken by
assuming no trash compaction because of tile variety of collection devices presented
the 20 percent might not always apply.











STATION SHUTTLE STATION SHUTTLE
(LBS) (LBS) (FT3) (FT?)
f COhPRESSIP,LE
H--e_aT-t-h--&-Safety 11.I0 I.296 1I.59 .372
Crew Quarters 120.62 115.4 128.7 2.39
Food/Drink 566.2 32.93 13.08 .993 ,
Crew Hygiene 171.32 107.58 129.36 2.48
ECS 0 0 0 0
RCS 0 0 0 0
Power 0 0 0 0
Structural Maintenar,ce 21.15 .236 .281 .030
Communications 0 0 0 0
TRASH D_ta Collection .25 0 .006 0
\ COMPRESSIBLEREFUSETOTAL 890.64 257.44 283.02 6.265
BAGS NONCOMPRESSIBLE
Hea]-th & Safety 0 0 0 0
Crew Quarters 0 0 0 0
Food/Dri nk 0 0 0 0
Crew Hygiene 0 0 0 0
ECS 0 0 0 0
RCS 0 0 0 0
Power 0 0 0 0
StructuralMaintenance 0 0 0 0
Communications 0 0 0 0
NONCOMPRESSIBLEREFUSETOTAL 0 0 0 0
COMPRESSIBLE
Heal-th & Safety 144.0 10.80 5.14 .386
Crew Quarters 0 0 0 0
Food/Dri nk 3975.56 314.12 158.37 12. 237
CrEw Hygiene 61.42 2.67 3.64 .095
LCS 36.98 6.95 .57 .43
RCS 1.75 0 .04 0
Power 0 0 0 0
Structural Maintenance 0 0 0 0
PISPOSAL Communicati ons 0 0 0 0
COMPRESSIBLEREFUSETOTAL 4219.71 334.54 167.76 13.15BAGS N NCOMPRESSI BL
Health & Safety 0 0 0 0
Crew Quarters 0 0 0 0
Food/Dri nk 0 0 0 0
Crew Hygiene 11.38 .39 .72 .002
ECS 26.17 0 .14 0
RCS 207.03 0 13.43 0
Power 55.16 0 .730 0
Structural Maintenance 51.25 0 .206 0
Communications 96.998 0 1.82 0
Data Collection 8.31 0 .078 0
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I SPACECRAFT _S_pac_Sta_tinn
, , -,,HousekeepingIIA[;IIAI]ILITYSU[,SYSTL,, IIADITA[;II.TY FU!;CTIC,_Refuse Manaqement
APPI_IA_(:[ FLI;:C]IO:: Manual Collection
APPI.I/',_CE CO_CEPT[_O./T]TI_E ll_lastelTrash Bags
"]IID[X IlO. 3.2.1.I REF. I_0. 2.83,203,170,297
DESCP,II>TIOII The waste/trash bags concept employs trash bags and disposable bags
for refuse collection• This concept uses the bag concept used on Skylab. The trash
containers are mounted on the back side of collector doors. The collector areas
are located in the food management, personal hygiene, and other areas wi_ere signi-
ficant amount of bulk refuse is generated. The study assumed 15 collectors for
Space Station and 3 collectors for Shuttle. Trash entry into the bag is through tl_e
front of tile collection door through a slit in tlle bag. The refuse collection was
based on its uncompressed volume. Disposable bags were applied for uncompressible
trash. The disposable bags are i_eld during use by snaps located at w_rious locatioHs
throughout the vehicle. Both types of bags have bag closure devices to seal the bag
after filling.
J
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IIAI_IT;,Y,IL lIY _,,.,._'"'_vc'rF:1Housekeeping, IIAB]TAD!I IlY FU,,CTIO,C" ' Refuse I1anaqement
A_I'I.]H;C[ FtH_CTIO;_Manual Collection
APPI.]f',KC[ CO;;CEPTr;O./TITLE2/Waste Receptacles/Reusable
"IIID[>', I:O. 3.2.1.2 RZF. riO.170,160
BESCI'.IPTIO;; The waste receptacles/reusable concept utilizes aluminum rigid trash "
containers with tops with perforated slits• Replaceable plastic liner bags are
used for refuse transport. The containers are held to structure with steel sprinrj-
finger retainer strategically placed throughout the vehicle. The number of containL.rs
used for space station were 30 and 6 for Shuttle. The number of containers was based
on the fact the collectors are at fixed locations witl,in the vehicles. The same
container was used for compressible and uncoHpressible refuse. The number of plastic
liners provided for the concept were based on the refuse volume. The plastic liners
were assumed to be changed every 5 days based on volume of .68 FT3/collector (15
liners/5 days for Space Station, .634 line¢s/5 days for Shuttle)• The liner volume
was "assumed to be .27 FT3 less than container volume to allow for positive closure.
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IIAB]'TAi;IL]IY SUI;SYSI[_I l!ousekee')iiz_Eg_ IIAB,_IA[IILITY FU_CTIO_IRefuse Management
APPLIA_CC[FU:iCIIOHManual Cellection
APPLIA_CE CO,'_CEPT[_O./rlTI.E3/Waste Receptacles/Disposable
"fill)E>', LIO. 3.2.1.3 REF. NO. 170,160
I)[SCI',]I>TIO:_ The waste receptacles/disposable concept is identical to concept 2
using disposable plastic containers. Plastic liners were not used since tile disposable
container provides the means of refuse transport. The disposable plastic collectors
are held to the structure with plastic spring-finger retainers. The spring retainers
are strategically located throughout the vehicles (33 for Space Station; 6 for Shuttle).
The number of plastic collectors were based on the trash volume (2.16 per day for
Space Station; .83 per day for Shuttle) based on .95 FT3/collector. The storage
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IIABITABILITY SUBSYSTFH 3.0 Housekeepinq
HABITABILITY FUNCTION 3.2 Refuse Manaqement
APPLIANCE FUNCTION 3.2.2 Vacuum Collection ,
NUMBEROF CONCFDTSCONSIDERED 3
ASSUHPTI ONS
I. The vacuum collection of refuse utilizes varibus types of vacuum cleaners.
to assist in cleaning of. the vehicles. A central vacuum system was not considered
because sizing of the unit is dependent on the detailed vehicle :onfiguration.
The configuration was not defined well enough to size a represertative system
for trade purposes, therefore only hand held units were conside_'ed for the study.
2. The vacuum usage was base_ on 24.5 minutes per day, This w_s based on the
following rationale.
(I use/day) 8.5 minutes/day (I hr/week)-general cleanup
(3 uses/day) 6.0 minutes/day (2 min/meal)-meal cleanup
(I use/day) I0.0 minutes/day - emergency cleanup
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SPACECRAFT Space Station
i
IIABITb,I;ILITY SU[_SYSTLMHousekeeping IIAI_IT/tY,IL.]IY fUHCTIOH Refuse Mana¢ip_;c,nt
APPLIAkC[ FUHCI]OH Vacuum Collection
APPL]f, HC[ COHC[PT ICO./TITL[I/Por_able Vacuum/Electric (Skylab)
"INDEX I_O. 3.2.2.1 REF. NO. McDac, 297,283
"-=I
D[SCI',II'T]C);d The portable vacuum/electric is identical to the vacuunl used on Sl->lab.
The vacuum has a hose and pickup attachments to assist in vacuum pickup. The unit
has a.strap ar:d handle for carrying/using tF_e unit. Vacuum cleaner bags were
assumed to require changing once per week (.142 cycles per day).
C2-423 " "%,,°°
I
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IIAB]IAI_]LITY SUI;SYS][tl IlousekeeDinq IIABITA[I]I.ITY FUt;CTIC)t;Re_fusor,___lg_n_a_jr..,mont_
APPLI/",_CE f-U:ICTIO_IVacuum Coll_;ction
APPI.]f,_;C[ COXCEPTT;O./llTl.[2/Portable Vacuum/Electric (Com_mercial)
"INDEX f_O. 3.2.2.2 REF. riO. 170
DE._CP,]PTIO;I The portable vacuum/electric (commercial) concept is the ._ameas
concept l except the unit is made of plastic and is a commercial unit operating on
AC power. The unit is lighter than the concept l version, therefore was presenteJ
for the purposes of trade. The unit would requii'e considerable development and
was penalized for its development cost. Tne vacuum cleaner bags are identical to
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IIA[;llAI;]LITY SUGSYSIE_Housekeeping IIA[IITAI_ILIIY FbilCTIC_lRefusetlanaq_mq_nt_
API'LIAHC[ FU:ICTIOIIVacuumCollection
APPLI_,IICECO:IC[I>TIIO./TITLE 3/Portable Vacuum/Space Venting
"II,'DE)',I_0. 3.2.2.3 REF. IIO. 1022
D[SCR]PTIO_I The portable vacuum/space venting concept uses a vacuumunit vented to
space. A max:.mum14.7 psi delta pressure is available, however the filter required
will reduce the possible suction at the pickup nozzle. The concept was triud on
Apollo, but did not provide enough suction. Proper design of the hose and pene-
tration in the vehicle shell can inake this unit operational. The collection ha(_
used in concepts 1 and 2 serves as the filter and refuse trap. The flow used
was based on the concept I; I0 CFi,]. Venting overboard is allov:ed, since the
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tlABITABIL1TY SUE,SYSTEI,] 3,0 Ilous(;l:ec,ping
HABITABILII-Y FU,,CTIOI_ 3 2 Refuse k_,.laqement
APPLIArlC[ FU,,CTIO,I 3 2 4 Refuse Processinq
NUHDEROF CO_'C-PTS CO;_SID[P,[D 12
ASSUHPTi OtiS
I. The refuse processing of refuse utilizes, co::_paction, shredding, incineration,
and decomposition metlkods for processing. Tile shredders were combined with other
processing concepts,suc]_ as compL_c'ors to increase the efficiency of refuse w)lu_'.e
reduction. Shredders were not considered as a separate method for trash processing
since it actually increases the refuse volume and requires the aid of ,_ comi)actor
or incinerator for reducing refuse volume.
2. The refuse mix used for tile compressible refuse volume is summarized in
Table C2-6.
3. The incineration and (lecor:Iposit_on concepts 9through 12 were considered only with
shredders. Reference data indicates shredders are necessary to achieve efficie_t
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IIABITABILITY SUBSYST[H HouseL(.ekin S HABITABILITY FU:_CTIOrl Refuse, rlanam'ri_t
APPLIAt_CE FUHCTION Refus(, ['roze_!ns'I
APPI_IA_;C[ CO,_C[PT NO./TITL[ I/Compactor-Air Pressure
'IIIDEX NO. 3.2.4.1 REF. NO. 203,123,170,270
D[SCRIPTIOH Tile compactor-air pressure concept uses air pressure against d piston
for refuse compaction. The compactor is used for dry and moist compactible refuse.
The unit provides a sterilant to the waste to prevent bacterial growth. The refu:,e
is placed into a waste storage bag in the compactor. The compactor is actuated
and compression of the refuse is accomplished using cabin air pressure of 40 nsi.
T.hn rH_f_n ,,_A _c,,r Øˆ S+,,.I,,....................... j ',;as 9 inches square which results in 4000:} of com-
paction pressure. The curve (see Fig. C2-1) from reference 123 shows 30 psi is
more than adequate to a_tain a 0.2 compression ratio. The uncompressed refuse
volume per day 2.45 Fl"/day: for Space Station and 947 FT'/day for Shuttle. was
divided by tile compactor volume of .47['I .3 to determine the uses per day. Prior to
tying the waste storage bag liner a sterilant capsule is placed into the bag,
After tying, the capsule is brok2n releasing the Cterilant gas.
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IIABITADILITY SUBSYSTE_Ill°u_'eI:eel_in<I- IIA[_iTt,DII.IT_'_' Fb,,CTIO,_"'R,fuse Hanac1_,m,_,t
I FU:_CTIOII Refuse Proc(,ssing •, APPLIN_Cr
I APPLIANCE CO_;CEPTIIO./TITLE' 2/Com_,actor-Vacuu':l
']IIDEX NO. _ 2.'4 2 REF. NO 203,1 _". • . ,170,270
DESCRIPTION The compactor-vacuu!_ concept is identical to concept II with the
exception that a vacuum is used to apply tin; coz:;paction pressure. The maximu:l
pressure available is 14.7 psi, therefore, using the same size compacto_, the
compression ration will be 0.35. The uses per d_y is ti_e same as eonce_;t l, hey,-
ever more bags will he used per mission due to the lower compression ratio. C_,.t,_n
air is lost each time the unit is vented to vacuum. VenLirig uv_,rbo--' was al
since the cabin air is not contaminaLed.
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'INDEXNO•, 3,2•4•3 REF, rlO.203,123,170,270,202 ;
i
DESCRIPTION The compactor-motorconceptis identicalto conceptI with the "
exceptionthat a motor is used to apply the compactionpressure• "themotor is
a linearactuator• The compactoractuationand loadingwas assumedto be identical
tO .concept 1• .
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"SPACECRAFT Spacc Station ', "
_,_ flABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM llousekceplng HABITABILITYFUNCTION_ RefuseManagement.._ _
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Refuse Processing .... _
APPLIANCECONCEPT NO•/TITLE" 4/Compactor-Manual
"INDEXNO• 3•2_4•4 REF. NO. 160 in
DESCRIPTIOII: The" compactor-_anual concept is a manually actuated "piston refuse
! compactor• The manual compactorcannot be the same size as concepts1 through3" :
because of the cre:._nan physical limitations• The concept requires a larg.: amount
of.c.rewtime becauseof its smaile,"size Increasesitsuses per day• The design
utilizes ii piston actuated by a lever which contains a double acting ratchet
mechanismand a p_.niongear Which drives a gear rack shaft'•By .anup and down
.pumping action, the piston compacts the refuse• The same waste bag weight and
volumeis assumedfor this unit slnce it proces.sedthe same volumeof refuseas
• • conceptsI through3. .
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_2 IIABITABILITY suBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTIONRefuse Manauement z
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Refuse Processing ,;
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO•/TITLE" 5/Compactor-Air_r_ssurew/Shredder !
1 "INDEXNO. 3•2•4•5 REF. NO• 203, 123, 170, 270, 202 _
DESCRIPTION: The compactor-airpressurewith shredderis identi£a to conceptI" i
with the addition of a shredder. Reference 202 stated that dry'waste can be
.compactedmore efficientlyif previouslyshredded.• Reference123, see curve at i
front of appliancefunctionsection,test data d_es not indicateshreddingwill
accommodateany change in compressionratio sinc_ the curve becomesasymptoticto
the force line for this compactor. However,the shredderwas added to the air i
•pressurecompactorfor the purposeof comparison• The shredderis a comlercial
• type used to shred paper and could with modificatiuahandlemoist shredable
waste• The units were based on one use for each of 3 meals,.2scheduledcleanups, !
"" .3spi.11s(unscheduled),and 3 _iscellaneousfor paper,books, etc.. The time per
use was assumedto be 3 minutes. Shreddingof solidwasteswas not considered
• by thisconcept• • • . • :
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"INDEXNO. 3.2.4.6 REF. NO. 203,123,170,270, 202
DESCRIPTION: The compactor-vacuumwith shredderconceptis identicalto concept '
2 with the additionof the shredderdescribedin concept5. The compression
ratiowas changedfrom 0.35 to 0.2 based on the increaseof compactingefficiency
using a shredder.
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SPACECI,AFT Space Station "
_.F IIABITABILITYSUBSYSTEI,IHousel:eep.ir!,qIIABITABILITYFUIICTIONR__._fuse_Managem_en_t
2
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Refuse Processing
APPLIAtlCECONCEPT NO./TITLE 7/Compactor-gotor w/Shredder _
"INDEX NO. 3.2.4.7 REF. NO. 203, 123, 170, 270, 202 i
I,
DESCRIPTION : The compactor-motor w/shredder concept is identical to cencept 3 i
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i ._- SPACECRAFT Space Station __ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMtlousekeeping IIABITABILITYFUNCTION Refuse Management ,.
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Refuse Processing _.
APPLIA_ICECOIICEPTNO./TITLE 8/Compactor-Manualw/Shredder
• I "INDEXNO. 3.2.4.8 REF. tlO. 160, 202
" I DESCRIPTIO,_I: The compactor-manualwith shredderis identicaltoconcept4 witn
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• " HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM llousel'ee_in_ IlABIIABIIl Y'FUPICTIO;IRef.!t_p____M_n_&_U!O_nt
APPLIAPICEFUNCTION .RefuseProcess__in_I
APPLIAPICECO,_ICEPTNO./TITLE_n_tegrated Vacut,_;r)_ro_.po_it.j_oll_J__j]r_c_
"INDEXriO. 3.2.4.9 REF. 110.I.___09_250
DESCRIPTIO_I:The integratedvacuumdecomposition/shredderconceptutilizes
vacuumar,_high temperatureto decomposethe refusematerialsinto gaseous
products;,hichcan be exhaustedto vacuum. The shredderis requiredto exposemore
refusearea to increasethe decompositionefficirncy. The ch-_mberequirescool-
( ' tdown period. The processdoes not requireoxyuen,however requirespo;verto
sustainthe chemicalprocessfor 21 hours. Two units were assumedbased on the
refusevolumeand the 12-hourcooldo_.mtime requiredby the unit (one unit can
be usedr,nce per day). Incinerablecollectionbagswith a hydro_hobicpatch
were used to eliminatethe maintenanceand microbio!ogicalproble,,,sof filter
replacement,since cloggingis not anticipatedwith coll._ctionbagswhich are
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- SPACECRAFTSpace Station
_ HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMllousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTIONRefuse Ma,agement
-) APPLIANCEFUNCTION Refuse Processing
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE lO/Flush Flow Oxygen Incineration/Shredder
"INDEXNO• 3.2.4.10 REF• NO I00, 250 :• \
DESCRIPTION: The flush flow oxygen incineration/shredder concept utilizes a
continuous oxygen flow to the collection chamber for the 12 hours required for
incineration• The refuse is collected/shredded and inserted into the chamber, _:
• sealed in the chamber (no vent to vacuum), heat is applied for a specified time ':i
period. The resulting sterilized/vaporized gas and vapors are exhaust to space•
The valve is left open and heat is applied to bring the incineration temperatureto lO00°F, while a controlled flow of oxygen is cQntinuously supplied to the
chamber. The incineration process takes approximately 12 hr,urs with 97 to 99 !
percent reduction in refuse volume• Twelve hours are allowed for cooldown "
requiring two units per vehicle The collection bags described in concept 9 are• _
also used for this concept.
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"INDEXNO. 3.2.4.11 REF. NO. lO0, 250
DESCRIPTION:The pyrolysis/batchincineration/shredderconceptutilizesa
three-stepprscessto minimizeoxygenconsumables The shreddedrefuse is
heatedto 250 F and heldat this temperaturefor 30 minutesto ensuresterilization.
The vent valve is then openedand the water is flashedto space as a vapor. The
chamberis then heatedto 1200°F,with the vacuum valve remainingopen, and the
wastesare pyrolyticallydecomposed(vacuumdecomposition)and the gases are
ventedto space• At the end of the pyrolysisprocess,the vent valve is closed,
the chamberis chargedwith oxygen,and severalbatch incinerationsare performed.
The batch incinerationstepalso reduces.theash residuefrom 12 to 2 percentof
the totalwastesprocessed• After final ventingto space, the chambercooldown
takes 12 hours. The pyrolysis/batchincinerationprocessis identicalto the
schematicshown for conceptlO. The pyrolysis/batchincinerationtakes 12 hours.
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"INDEXNO. 3.2.4.12 REF. HO. I00, 250
DESCRIPTION: The wet oxidization/shredderconceptis a moderatetemperature,
high pressurecatalyticprocess. The systememploysan insulatedchambersimilar
to the incinerationand decompositionconcepts• Shreddedrefusetreatmentis
accomplishedby chargingthe chamberwith 500 ps_a oxygen at ambienttemperature
and applyingheat to bring the chamberup to oxidationtemperature. The final
pressureand temperatureare approximately1750 psia and 500°F. The advantage
of the wet oxidationprocessis the productionof water which can be processed
and reusedin the spacecraft. The systemrequiresa high pressureoxygen source,
assumedin this studyas a compressor. A stirrerwould enhancethe wet oxidation
process,but was not consideredin this study due to lackof engineeringdata.
Based on two data sources,the processwas assumedto take 21 hours,most of
which is cooldowntime (I0_ to 6 hours). The collectionbagsdescribedin concept
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(1) Refusedisposal includes concepts most likely to be used on near term
spacecraft. The conceptsconsider vacuumstorage, static onboardstorage, and
Jettison to earth for aerodynamic incineration• Disposal of refuse using rockets
to the sun was not used, sinc_ radioactive wastes were not considered by the
study.
(2) The refuse volumeandweight is basedon the tabulation onTable CZ-6.
(3) Theuncompressedvolumeof trash was used to'size all of the concepts•
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ii.. SPACECRAF Space Station
"" HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMHousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTION Refuse Mana_e_:__ent
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Refuse Disposal •
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE I/Vacuum Storage
•INDEXNO. 3.2.5.1 REF. NO. MacDac, 283_ 297
DESCRIPTION: The vacuum "torage concept considered was the same as used for
Skylab. Tne Skylab airlock was used as the means to deposit refu:;e into the
vacuum storage tank. The vacuum environmentRstops bacterial growth in the refuse.The internal volume of the airlock is 4.3 ft _ and was used to calculate the cabin
air lost during each airlock refuse disposal cycle. The vacuum container was
assumed to be a 10.4 foot diameter spherical tank fabricated of 6061 aluminum.
The 10.4 foot diameter tank can be accommodated in both the Space Station and
the Shuttle payload bay. Aluminum, 6061, was chosen as a material for the following
reasons: (I) inexpensive, (2) easy to work, and (3) good weldability. The
tank was assumedto be a pressure vessel with a maximumworking pressure of
14.7 psi. The number of uses per mission was based on the size of Skylab disposal
and trash bags. The trash bags are fabricated o_a material which will retain
water, but will also allow the bag to breath to allow pumpdownof the refuse to
the vacuum pressure of the tank. Operation of the airlock was assumed to be 2
minutes per cycle.
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"INDEXNO. 3.2.5.2 REF. IlO. .170
DESCRIPTIO,'_: The storagebin/containerconceptemploysa lockerto store the
refuse• Sterilantcapsuleswere assumedfor retardingthe bacterialgrowth.
The r_.fusewas assumedto be collectedby bags (Skylab,or equivalent,and
transferredto the storagelocker• A conceptprovidesa sterilantcapsulefor
each bag of refusestored in the locker• The capsulesused for the study were
2.25 grams eachwith a volumeof .33 cubic inches• The walls of the storage
lockerwere assumedto be aluminum• Sizingof the lockerwas based on the
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"IRDEXtlO. 3.2.5.3 REF. RO. 202
DESCRIPTIOII:The solid propellantrefuserocket conceptutil}zesa rocket to
Jettisonrefuseto earth for aerodynamicincineration. The studyassumesthe
refuseis jettisonedfrom a 300 nauticalmile orbit usingan incremental
velocity(_V) of 434 feet/secondto alter the rocketsvelocityto cause it 'co
reenterthe earth atmosphere. Atmospheredrag at the 300,000foot re-entry
altitudechosenfor the calculations(reference202) is of suchmaonitudeas to
cause the trajectoryto degeneraterapidly. The equationfor a minimumenergy
Hohmanntransferellipsewere used for determiningthe requiredvelocityincre-
ment for reentry• A solid rocketwas chosen becausea solid rocket is easy to
use and transport,and may be fired with simpleelectricalcircuits. The ability
of.Solidpropellantsto withstandlong storageperiodsat extremesin temperature
and pressurewithoutattentionis also a benefit.forthis type of application.
lhe solid rocketin thisapplicationis superiorto a liquidrocket in total
impulseto totalweight ratio primarilybecauseof the greaterenergyper unit
volume. Therefore,less dead weight structureis requ:redto carry the propellant.
The size.of the rocketwas based on the total refusevolumecompressedby a
compactorto minimizethe rocketvolume. The conceptwas penalizedfor a
compactorwith a compressionratio of 0.2.(Air PressureType).
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A numberof referenceswere foundwhich presentdata for _ariousclotheswasher
and dryerconcepts(Reference70, 90, 91, lO0, 127, 161,l.'l,185,202, 237
and 245). Thesereferenceswere reviewedin detail,and the engineeringdata
fromeachexamined. It was soon foundthat much of the data did not agree.
The primaryreasonfor discrepancieswas that the datawere mostlyvery sketchy,
withoutdetailedbreakdownsto definethe data. For example,the clothes
wa'sherweightin one referencewould includethe agitatortub only, while
anotherwould includeperipheralequipmentsuch as water accumulators,pro-
cessingequipmentor othermiscellaneousitems. One referencewas found (#90)
which containedall the conceptsfound throughoutthe other reportsand pre-
sentedthe data for each in a consistentmannerfor directcomparison. There-
( fore, itwas decidedto collectall the clotheswasherand dryer data for this
studyfromReference90.
A groundruleof 2-clotheswashingsper day was assumedfrom Reference273.
For thiscondition,and assuminga 6-man spacestationcrew, a detailedstudy
of SpaceStationclothingusage (Reference245)has showna maximumlaundry
loadof 1.66kg (3.68Ibs). Since the clotheswasherloadassumedin Reference
90 is only slightlylargerthan this,or l.Sl kg (4.0Ibs), the data from that
referencewereused directlywithoutadjusting
The water usage for the automaticconceptwas assumed24.9 kg (55 Ibs)for
washingand 24.9kg (55 Ibs)for rinseas recommendedin Reference273. Rinse
waterwas assumedto be temporarilystoredto be reusedas wash water. Wash/
rinsetimewas taken to be one hour.
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i ,, HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTION_laintenance ,..
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/LinenWashing !
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE I/MechanicalOscillation)
INDEXNO. 3.3.1.I REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
This conceptis similarto a conventionalwasher. A centralagitatorprovides
the washingeitherby rotationalor translationaloscillation.A high-speed
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i SPACECRAFT Space Station
Garment/Linen







In this concept,water is sprayedthrougha centralcolumnof stackedfluidic
switcheswhich directwater in alternatingdirectionsthroughjets. A high-
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INDEX NO. 3.3.1.3 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
In thisconcept,two pistonsare actuatedalternatelyto pumpwater back and
forthwithinthe drum. Screensare added to increaseturbulenceand to con-
tain the clothingwithinthe drum.
Since there is no spin-drycapability,it was assumed,as recommendedin
Reference90, that 1.36 kg (3.0Ibs)of waterare left in the clothesover
and above the water leftby the otherconceptsafter spin-dry. Therefore,
a dryer penaltywas assumedto handlethisadded water. For this purpose,
the dryerconcept3.3.2.1was assumed(forcedhot air electric)since it had
alreadybeen selectedin the past (Reference237)to build a prototypeclothes
dryer. Since the dryer penaltieswere based on removing0.456kg (l.O Ib)
of water,and thiswasherconcepthas 1.36 kg (3.0Ib) extrawater to be
dried,all the penaltiesfor dryer concept3.3.2.1were multipliedby 3 and
( added to the penaltiesfor thisclotheswasherconcept.
_
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INDEXNO. 3.3.1.4 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
This conceptis identicalin operationto #4 (PistonAgitation),exceptthat
the water pumpingis accomplisiledby a pump and cyclicvalve ratherthan opposing
pistons. Screensare includedto containthe clothingwithin the drum as well as
to increaseturbulence.
No spin-drycapabilitywas assumed,just as in concept#4, and again 1.36 kg
(3.0 Ib) additionalwater was assumedto requiredrying. This was handledin
the samemanneras was explainedin concept#4; thus, all the penaltiesfor dryer
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' SPACECRAFT Space Station
Garment/Linen
( HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTIONMaintenance
! APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/LinenWashing
; APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 5/DiaphragmActuated- One DirectionalSqueeze
i INDEXNO. 3.3,1.5 REF. tlO.., 90
: DESCRIPTION
This conceptutilizescompressiblediaphragms,operatedby pressurizednitrogen,
to alternatelysqueezeand soak the cloti_es.Wash and rinsewater are removed
at the end of each cycle by simultaneouslypressurizingbothdiaphragms. This
concepthas been shownto be feasible,but its cleaningeffectivenessremains
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! ; HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTION Maintenance
_L APPLIANCE,FUNCTION Garment/LinenWashing
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 6/DiaphragmActuated- Two DirectionalSqueeze
INDEXNO. 3.3.1.6 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
This conceptis similarto concept#5 exceptthat the clothesare storedin
two tanks. Pressurizeddiaphragmsare again used to alternatelysqueeze
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(,J HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM llousekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTION Maintenance
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/LinehWashing I
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 7/WaterSprayAgitation
INDEXNO. 3.3.3.7 REF. NO. gOi,
DESCRIPTION
In thisconcept,a highvelocityjet of water is sprayedintoa wiremesh
drum from the outer circumference•The drum i_ slowl)rotatedto allow
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INDEXNO. 3.3.1.8 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
In this concept,ultrasonicenergyis used to wash to clothes. A damping
factorof 2 was assumed,which probablyresultsin a gross underestimateof
the actualelectricalpower required. The amountof water requiredwas
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i _ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTION Maintenance
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/LinenWashing
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 9/ManualWashboard
INDEXNO. 3.3.1.9 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
Due to the largeamountof crew timerequiredto manuallywash clothes,
thisconceptwas not felt to be practical. However,it was includedfor
comparisonpurposeswith the automaticconcepts. A zippered,Teflonbag
is used to containthe clothesand water. The crewmanmanipulate_ the bag
to achievewashing,and squeezesit to rinseand removeexcesswater. It
was assumedthatonly 4.54 kg (lO Ib) of wash and 4.54 kg (lO Ib) of rinse
water are required. It was estimatedthat 0.907 kg (2 Ib) of water will
be left in the clothesafter final rinsing,over and above the amountleft
by the otherconcepts. This water is treatedin the samemanner as for
concept#4; that is, the penaltiesfgr clothesdryer concept#1 were
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INDEXNO. 3.3.1.I0 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
In thisconcept,water is simplyrecirculatedthroughthe clotheswashing
tub,with no means to vigorouslyagitatethe water. Cleaningeffectiveness
is, therefore,relativelypoor,and its adequacywould have to be proven
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'"" ItABITABILITY SUBSYST[H 3.0 Itousekeeping
IIABITABILITY FUrICTIO;I 3.3 Garment/Linen Maintenance
APPLIANCE I'UPCTION 3.3.2 Gar_;_ent/LinenDrying
NUI4BEROF CO%EPTS CO:ISIDERED 9
ASSUI4PTIO_iS
A number of references were found which present data for various clothes washer
and dryer concepts (Referencec 70, 90, 91, 100, 127, 161, 171, 185, 202, 237
•and 245). These references were reviewed in detail, and the engineering data
from each examined• It was soon found that much of the data did not agree.
The primary reason for discrepancies was that the data were mostly very
sketchy, without detailed breakdo;vnsto define the data. For example, the
clothes dryer weight in one reference would include the tub only, while another
would include peripheral equipment such as heat exchanger, water separator,
or other miscellaneous items. One reference was found (Ref. 90) which con-
tained all the concepts found throughout the other reports and presented the
data for each in a consistent manner for direct comparison. Therefore, it
{ ' was decided to collect all the clothes washer and dryer data for this study
' from Reference 90.
A ground rule of two clothes washings/dryings per day was assumed from
Reference 273. For this condition, and assuming a six-man Space Station
crew, a detailed study of Space Station clothing usage (Reference 2_5) has
shown a maximum laundry load of 1.66 kg (3.68 Ibs). Since the clothes dryer
load assumed in Referehce 90 is only slightly larger than this, or 1.81 kg
(4.0 Ibs), the data from that reference were used directly wit'm,t adjusting.
The dryers Were assumed to remove 0.454 kg (1.0 Ib) of resit, _ ,.,.':_.erf_'c_n
the clothes, as specified in Reference 90. More testinq is ,-:.,__iredtf,
refine this assumption; however, data from Reference 202 indic,te thi; .'_ount
of water may be too high. For most conceF_s, the drying time c_n he ,.;,_ied
by sizing the hardware; e.g., one could choose a large heater _,r ,_,;
drying, or a smaller heater for slower d-ying. Based on the rr,L_:',,.,,JaLion
of Reference 237 and the Space Station system requirement in Eefer':,ce273,
a drying time of 4 hours _.Jasassumed for these cases. Where ,_pplicable,
ambient conditions are assumed to be 760 r:nllg(14.7 psia), ;_I.1°C(70°F)
and 50 percent relative hunidity. _,rherevera component is c;nnected directly
to the cabin cooling circuit, it is assumed 85 percent of the energy trans-
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Ga_ent/Linen ,I_I _BITABILITYSUBSYSTEMHousekeepin_ _BITABILITYFUNCTIONMaintenance
}
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Garment/Linen Drying
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 1/ForcedHotAir - Electric
8NDEXNO. 3.3.2.1 REF.NO. 90 !
DESCRIPTION , i
In this concept, a jet of air spr_ at 60°C (140°F) is directed into the
clothes from outside the drum. The cloth_s are contained in a wire mesh
drumwhichis rotatedsl_lyin adirectioncountertotheairinlet. A
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SPACECRAFT Space Station ,_
"'* Garment/Linen :
(_ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMHousekeeping HABITABILITY FUNCTIONMaintenance ._
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/Linen Drying
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/Forced Hot Air - Thermal Storage
' '4




This dryer concept is the sameas Concept 1 except the electrical heater is
replacedby a thermalstorageunitwhich utilizeswaste heat from the wash/
rinsecycle. This conceptshouldreceivea creditfor coolingthe clothes
washerwaterlhowever,thishas been neglected. Clothesare dried by air
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APPLlANCE FUNCTION GarmentlLlnenDrylng i
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 3/ForcedCold Dry Air-Desiccant-VacuumRegenerablei
INDEXNO.. 3.3.2.3 REF. NO. goii •
DESCRIPTION
In thisconcept,a closed?oopof air circulatesthrougha silicagel desiccant
bed,where it is dried,and then throughthe clothesdryer tub where it dries
the clothes. After the clothesare dried,space vacu_ is used to dry the
desiccant. The fan size is selectedbased on a 4-hour clothesdryingtime,
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INDEXNO. 3.3.2.4 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
This conceptis identicalto Concept3 ex_pt that the desiccantis regenerated i
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I SPACECRAFT Space Station _ Garment/Linen i
(0 HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMHousekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTIONMaintenance !APPLI NCEFUNCTION Garment/LinenDrying
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 5/VacuumDry i




In this concept,clothesare simplysealedin a tub which is ventedto space
vacuum. The water will first treezedue to rapidevaporation,afterwhich i
the ice will graduallysublimefrom the heat of conductionand radiation
throughthe structuralwalls. Dryingtime is assumed,accordingto Refer-
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_ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITYFUNCTIONMaintenance
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Garment/LinenDrying i i
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE6-ThermalVacuumDry - ElectricHeat i
INDEXNO 3.3.2.6 REF. NO. 90 _
• li|i i
DESCRIPTION _'i
This conceptis identicalto Concept5 exc_otthat an electricalheaterhas
been addedto provideadditionalheat to aid the sublimationprocess. Heater
sizewas based on a dryingtime of 4 hours to be consistentwith the other
! concepts. !
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APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 7/Themal VacuumDry-Thermal Storage-Radiant Heat
INDEXNO. 3.3.2.7 REF• NO. 90 :
DESCRIPTION
! This concept ts identical to Concept 6 e_ept that the electrical heater is
) replaced by a thermal storage unit which stores the heat from the wash and
i rinse water. Clothes are sealed in a tub which is vented to space vacuum,
• and the energy required for sublimation provided by the thermal storage unit.
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INDEX NO. 3.3.2.8 REg. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION
4
In this concept,clothesare attached(withpins,snaps,velcro,etc.) to i
I wide mesh screenpanelswhich are stackedin parallelracks. A fan is used ;to forceair betweenthe panelsto dry the clothes. C ew timewould be
I relativelyhighcomparedwith the other concepts. Dryingtimewas assumed
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,," SPACECRAFT_ Space Station ':!
' _ Gar.,enL/Linef_
_" HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Housekeepin_ HABITABILITY FUNCTION Maintenance
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Garment/Linen Dr'yin.fl
APPLIANCE CONCE°T NO./TITLE 9/Clothesline-Forced Convection plus Electric Heat
'INDEXNO. 3.3.2.9 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTI014
This concept is identical to Concept 8 except that an electrical heating
element has been added within the clothes panels to expedite the drying
process. Heater size is based on a drying time of 4 hours.
C° •
• ,s HEATING
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•_ "_ HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 3.0 Housekeeping
HABITABILITY FUNCTION 3.3 Garment/Linen Maintenance
APPLIANCE FUNCTIO:'I 3.3.3 Garment/Linen Wi,sher/Dryer-Disposable Clothes
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS CONSIDERED 9
ASSUI,IPTIONS
For this appliance function, the most promising individual clothes washer
concepts (Section 4.3.1) were combined with the most promising clothes dryer
(Section 4.3.2) to form integrated clothes washer/dryer units. The data
for each case were taken directly from the data sheets for Section 4.3.1
and 4.3.2. Washer and dryer data were combined, and the redundant components
eliminated. Peak power and thermal requirements were taken to be the maximum
for the individual washer and dryer, rather than the sum of the two, since
each is operated at separate times.
The washer/dryer combinations were compared with disposable clothes. Clothes
wear rates and weights assumed with a washer/dryer were taken from Reference
237 and 245 and are shown in Table C2-7. A clothes weight packaging factor/
of 1.31, and clothes packaged volume, .re taken from Reference 100. This
resulted in a total clothes/linens size of 61.2 kg (135 Ibs) and 0.725 cu m
(25.6 cu ft) required for a six-man crew with an automatic clothes washer/
dryer. The clothes required for the disposable case were computed from a
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! "INDEXNO. 3.3.3.1 REF. 1'90. 90
"_ DESCRIPTION
F
This conceptis a combinationof clotheswasherConcept2 and clothesdryer
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_. SPACECRAFT _:Space station
; Garment/Linen
_w, HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEN Housekeep_n_ IIABITABILITYFUNCTION I_LajFLL_LI]<LnCe
APPLIANCE FUNCTION: Garment/Linen-Washer/D_ryer-DisposableClothes
APPLIANCE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 2/Fluidic Agltatlon/lorced llotAir-fnen_._a]Storaqe_
"INDEXNO. 3.3.3.2 REF. riO. 90
DESCRIPTION
' This .conceptis a combination of clothes washer Concept 2 and clothes dryer
C.nncept2 as described previously in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
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I DESCRIPTION
This conceptis a combinationof clotheswasher Concept2 and clothesdryer
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i DESCRIPTION
This conceptis a combinationof clotheswasherConcept2 and clothesdryer
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DESCRIPTION
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This concept is a combination of clothes washer Concept 7 and clothes dryer
Concept 2 as described previously in Section 3.S.I and 3.3.2.
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DESCRI PTI ON
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/ SPACECRAFT Space Station
' * Gan_,ent/Linen
-- HABITABILITY SUP,SYSTEM Housekeeping HABITABILITY FUIJCTION_aintenance
APPI.INIC[FUNCTIOTIGarl:_ent/Linen-Washer/Dryer-Disposable Clothes
APPLINICE CONCEPT NO./TITLE 8/Water Spray A_litation/Clothesline-ForcedConvection
w it-h--TI-6_-_r-f_]Teat
INDEX NO. 3.3.3.8 REF. rlO. 90
DESCRIPTION
This .concept is a combination of clothes washer Concept 7 and clothes dryer
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APPLIATICEFU_CC,TI()':Gari_ent/Lir_enWa_her/Dr},er- Di_posahlr.C,]_t2_s.
i Ai'l'lI_\_:C,I:O IC_:I'I_O./TIII[ 9/DisposableC1_tF_es
]l_I)ZXIIO. 3.3.3.9 REF. IJO.
DZSCIcII>YIOtl: This conce_tassumesno clotheswasher/dryerwill be used, and
soiledclothingwill sir._:)lybe disposedof and replacedby new ones. An avera(le
wear rateof .484kg (1.066Ib) rlothing/towels/v/ashclothsper man per day _las
assu_edfro,_Referei_ce245. A packagingwei(;htfactorof 1.3 w_s used from
Reference100. Bulk densityof the clothes,includingpackaging,was assur,_ed
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The off-duty activity habitability subsystem was designed to provide the
crew entertainn_ent and physical exercise in their off-duty hours. The sub-
system considered by the study is primarily based on the off-duty equipment
provided for Skylab and Apollo crews. A television receiver was tile or,ly
addition to the subsysLem. The Shuttle Orbiter would not utilize Inost of the
equipment presented in this subsystem due to the present mission duration.
The equipmerlt was, however, considered for Shuttle Orbiter for the benefit
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iII_BITABILIIY SUBSYSTEI,I 4.0 Oft-Duty Activity
.J
IIABITABILITY FUNCTION 4.1 Entertainment
APPLIAr:C[ FLII_CTION 4.1.1 Music
NUI.IBEI,OF CO;ICEPTSCOI_SIDEP,[D I
ASSUI,_RTI0_S
(I) The music appliance function provides the cre'wmenwith music and a means
of recording. A system to play the recorder through speakers mounted in
the spacecraft is provided for better fidelity of sound.
(2) The actual Skylab equipment was used for the appliance function. This
was the only concept used because of the simplicity of the appliance
function.
(3) The Skylab equipment quantities were ratioed by crew size; i.e., six men
divided by three men for Space Station and four men divided by three men
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D2.11'"_,1-
SI_AC[CI,,AFT S_Iro £f,ll inn
, v Off-Duty
IlAB]TAI;II.I_Y SUI3SYSTEI'IAc_ti__vi__tY HAI_ITAP,]LITY FUHCIIOH Enlert_i_1;ent
AI'PLIAt_CE FU_;CIiOH Music
APPLIAI_C[ COHC[I_TNO./TIFL.E I/Cassette Player/Recorder
]ND[X 110. 4.1.1.1 REF. NO. 293, 96
D[SCRIPTIO;_
The cassette player/recorder concept includes the following equipment:
(I) tape player/recorder, (2) headsets, (3) miorophone kit, (4) power
cord/converter, (5) battcries, (6) cassette kit,'and (7) wardroom speakers.
The tape player can be used on conventional batteries or _ia a converter
• from 28 VDC to 6 VDC on spacecraft power. The tape recorder plays cassettes
and is provided with a speaker and an adaption to headsets for private use.
The number of units provided for each of the above units is sunm_arized below:
Space
Shuttle Station
Tape recorder • . 5" 7
Headsets 3. 4
Microphones 3 4
Power cord/converter 1 2
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(I) The library appliance function provides the crewn_enwith reaCing material
for off-duty time, Provisions are added to make.the paper books non-
flan_able by adding covers while the books are in use,
(2) The actual Skylab equipment was used for the library appliance function•
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_IIIABITABII_ITY SUDSYSTEf°,.A_c.I,tM.I_ tlABITA[_ILITY FttIICTI0, __E.j].te._rla]z_eBL_
APPI.IAPJCEFUHCI(_Pi Library
p,APPLIA,CECOP_C[PTNO./TIrLE I/Books
INDEXl;O. 4.1.2.1 REF. N0..__,____2_93_,_9_6
DESCRIPT10:1
The book conceptconsistsof individuallyselectedoff-the-shelfpaperback
books taken on the mission. The books are sLored and when in use are provided
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IIABITADILITY SUDSYSTEN4.0 Off-Duty Activity
IIABITABILITY FUIICTION 4.1 Entertain,lent
APPLIANCEFUIICTION 4.1.3 Visual Recreation
NLII.:BEROF CONCEPTSCONSIDERED' I
ASSUNP.TIONS
(I) The visual appliance function provides the means for programed television
to be displayed on board the spacecraft.
(2) The Panasonic and Sony television sets were the basis for the engineering
numbers.
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( L 'SPAC[CRAFT Space Station ....
" Off-Duty
IIADITABILITY SUDSY._[_.IActivity IIABITAIJlLITY FUHCTIOlI Entertainme!_
APPLIAHC[ FUNCIIOII Visual Recreation
APPLIANCE COHC[PT NO./TITL[ I/Television
INI)[X NO. 5. I. 3.1 REF. NO. I
DESCRIPTIO_I
The television concept provides programed television programs to the crewmen.
The data presented were based on 15-inch Panasonic. The Sony is also very
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IIABITAIIILITY SUBSYSTErl4.0 Off-Duty Activity
HABITABILITY FUT:CIIO_I 4.] [ntertain_,',_nt
APPLIAf_C[ FUNCTIOn; 4.1.4 Games
NUb_!3EROF CO;ICEPTSCO',SID[R[D 5
ASSU:_I'TI O;_S
(1) The qames appliance function provides garles .to occupy crev.,_.3anti_e during
off-duty activity. The devices used are varied to prevent boredom.
"(2) The actual Skylab equipment was used for the appliance function.
(3) The Skylab equipment quantities were ratioed by crew size; i.e., six men
divided by three men for Shuttle. TI,e weight and volui_,es were then
• multiplied by the ratios.
(4) The concepts presented are not presented for trade purposes. Each of
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IIABITAI',II.IIY StJDSYSIL_l__A.ct__iy_ity tlABI1At;I I. llY FU;ICTIOH ED_torl.aij_jj]g.nl_.....
ApPI_IA;IC[FIJ!'_CTlO,q Games ""
API'I.I;':CECO._CZPTI!O./TITLE I/llandball
INDEXIlO. 5.1.4.1 REF. NO. 293, 96
D[SCRII'TIOH
The handballconceptprovidesthree hand balls>one pyrell,one spon.qe,and
one rubberhand ball. The balls are coveredwi.tha nonflan_mob!eFluorel
covering. One COmr:_.ercialb l is coatedwitilFluorel. The pyrellNERF ball
was dippod in ammonium-dehydrogenphosphate and coated with Fluorel. The
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APPL]AHC[ COHC[PT_:O./TITLE 2/Dart Board/Darts
]ND[X II0. 4.1.4.2 REF. N0.__,2.93__ g6
DESCI',]t'T10;1
The dart board concept utilizes darts and hoard _Hth velcro for a zero-g
dart game. Twelve darts were provided with the heads covered with velcro
hool,s and attach to the board by means of velcro pile/hook attachment system.
A dart holder container was provided as part of the concept. The system did
not work well on Skylab (darts were not stable), so redesign of this system
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INDEXNO. 4.1,4.3 kLl-. II0.. 293__96_
DESCRIPTI O,'I
The b.inocularkit conceptprovidesbinocularsfor viewinydistantobjects
such as earth and satellites. Thp binocularsare "trinovid"10 x 40,
.. manufacturedby E. Leitz, Inc. veicroattachmentstripsare providedfor
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APPI.INICECONCEPTNO,/TIILE 4/Cards !
INbEX IlO. 4.1.4.4 REF. ltO.= .293_ 96,
DESCRIPTIOt_
The cards conceptprovidescard decks and card deck retainersfor card playing
in zero-g. The card retaineris constructedusi,n9a flexiblestrap with a
magnetat each end. The assemblyis coveredwith Beta cloth. The cards are
standardcardsmanufacturedusing a laminationof three layersof Scheufelin
.paperE-20. Each deck is storedin an aluminumcontainerfor nonfla_nability.
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AP,PI IAIJC[ I'UIICTIOII Games
APPLIA:CCECGIC[PTIIO./TITLE 5/Calculator
INDEXII0. 4.1.4.5 REF. tlO.
DESCRIPII 0;I
The calculator concept provides a Hewlett-Packard HP-65 programabl ; pocket
calculator. The calculator is an electronic slide rule with programable
tapes for special pregrams. The study assumed four units were supplied for
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(I)The exercisersappliancefunctionprovidesfDr maintenanceof crewman
physicalconditionunder the influenceof zero-gravity.
(2)The actualSkylabequipment'wasused for theappliance function.
T
" (3) The Skylabequipmentquantitieswere r,_tioedby crew size; i.e.,six men
dividedby threemen for Space Stationand four men dividedby three men
•for Shuttle• The weightsand volumeswere then multipliedby the ratios.
: (4) The conceptspresentedare not presentedfor trade purposes• Each of
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lt_DEX_IO." 4,2.1.1 REF. NO 293 96 :
DZSCRIPTION
The exer-gymconceptis a commercialgrade of exer-gymsmanufacturedby _,
Exer-Genie. The unit providesexerciseby means of varyingrope tensionto '
' producethe desiredpush/pullrestraintforces. Exer-gymworks by putting
eachfoot in the strap loops and pu_lingropewith one or two hands• A
storagecontaineris providedfor the exer-gym. _he study assumedfour
exer-gyh_swere providedfor Shuttleand six for Space Station.
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_ SPACECRAFTSpace Station i0_f_D-G-ty Physical
IIABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMActivity IIAgITAglLITYFUIICTIOIIConditioninq }
APPLIAIICEI'U;ICTION Exercisers " _
APPLIAIICECO;ICEPTNO./TITLE 2/HandExerciser !
x
INDEXNO 4.2.1.2 REF. NO. 293,96
• _
DESCRIPTI0_I
The hand exerciser concept is provided to keep hand and am muscle condition.
_, The handexercisersare shaped to fit the hand _nd are used as a "squeeze"
type exerciser for maintaining grip strength. The units are coated with
Fluorelfor nonflammability.The study assumedfour ha,d exercrserswere "
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' HABITABILITYSUBSYSTE,_I Medic'al _




The medicalappliancesubsystemconsideredby the studywere those items
judgedto have a directinterfacewith the ECLSS. The Space Stationwill
probablyincludemore appliancesthanwere consideredin thissection;how°
ever, the autoclaveand ergometerappli,nces were the only appliancefunctions
definedfor a near term Space Station. The ShuttleOrbiter,becauseof its
short-termmission,would not requirethese appliances. These appliance
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T,_' Medical,, IIAI;ITA,._LIIYSUI,_ST[II HAP,i:_.:._LITYFUNCTIOr_Sterilization
AI'PLIA,{.FtI_,Ci'IOP Autoclaves
c '" ..... :.erilizerAI'PLIANC.[L,_.,EPTNO./TITLE ]/Moist". ' "'
INDEXNO. _ 1.1.l ,_':F.NO. 202
DESCP,IPTI0:_ I
The n'_oistheat sterilizationconceF,t uLilizeshigh temperaturesaturatedsteam
as the agent for sterilization.T_:oc_dvantagesof this systemare its rapid
heating,penetration,and moisture;vhichfacilitatethe coagulationof proteins.
This is the _echanismby which the organismsare destroyed. The units sterili-
zationoperatingtemperaturerange is 121Oc to 132°C(250°F- 270°F). The
periodof time used for thismethod of sterilizationwas assumedto be 15
minutesat I£51mmI1g (30 psia). The air within the autoclavewas assumed
to be exhaustedoverboardprior to each sterilizationcycle to assureefficient
sterilizati£n.The vQlumeof the chamberused for computingthe ventedgas
was .0504mj (1.78ft_). The water used per cyclewas 0.072 kgms/use(0.158Ib/
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'J' IIABIIABILITYSUBSYSTEfi Medical HABITABILITYFUIICTIO_ISterilization
AI'PLIAtJCEFLINCTIO,_I Autoclayes
APi_LIArlCEOI;CEPTNO./TiTLE 2/Dry Heat Sterilization
INDEXNO. "5.I.].2 REF. I_O. 202
DESCRIPTION
. The dry heat sterilizationconceptuses dry heat asthe sterilizationagent.
This conceptrequiresmuch highertemperaturesand longerexposuretimes than
Conc__ptI. The study assumeda 2 hour steriliz.ationtimeperiod at 320°F.
The dry heat destroysorganismsby means of oxidationof their intercellular
constituents•The unit will sterilizeeverythingbut aqueousmaterialsbecause
of its low vapor pressure• The dry heat chamber(1.78ft3)wasassumed_cobe
insulatedwith a .038meter (1.5 inch) thick polystyrenefoam (seeattached
figure). The heat leakcalculatedwas based on this insulationsystem. In
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SPACECP.AIT__S_p_a£eSt ati on .
-, IIABITAI;ILITY SUBSYST[M Medical IIABITAI_ILITY FU_ICTIOrlSterilization
APPLIAI;C[ FUr'ICTION Autocl ayes
APPLItC_CECOIIC[PTI;O./TITLE 3/Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer
IND[X IlO. 5.1.1.3 REF. rIO. 202, 292
D[SCRIPTION
The ethylene oxide sterilizer concept uses a'mixture.of Freon 12 and ethylene
oxide as a sterilant agent. The sterilizer was assumed to operate atS_°C
(130°F) te_,.,perature, 1337 n_mIIg(22psia) pressure, and at a relative humidity
of 40%. The water used to raise the huz_idity and the air required evacuated
prior to usage were assumed loss after each cycle. Since ethylene oxide is
, 8..... Freon 12 and 12;_ ethylene oxideextremely flar,_able in air mixtures of _'
or 90% carbon dioxide and 10% ethylene oxide to circumvent this problem. The
ethylene oxide sterilant mixtures are toxic and corrosive. A design using
this concept would require careful interlocking of the chamber door to prevent
accidental injury. The internal voluble of the cha_ber was assu_,ed to be
.05 m3 (1.78 ft 3") with approximately .003 pounds of water per charge for
maintenance of relative humidity. Tlle sterilant mixture is exhausted after
the sterilization cycle is complete. TF,e SLIL_dyassu:_ed 20 hours were required
for sterilization with a 5 minute warmup period. The cylinders used for the
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' - Physi u;,l
4 IIABITABILIiYSUBSYSIEI'IMedical tlABITAI_ILITYFUNCTIO_I_:(_t,iloriqq
}
:- APPL]ANCEFUNCTION Ergometer ,
APPLIANCECO%EPT NO./TITLE Ergometer
: INDEXNO. 5'2.1 REF. NO. 94, Skylabunit
DESCRIPTION I
, The e'rgometer is a bicycle-type, floor-mounted exercise machine with handlebars,
bicycle seat, bicycle pedals, and a chest board. The ergometer is designed
to allow the crew to exercise in a zero-g environment, using either his
hands or his feet to drive the erqometer. The ergometer is capable of auto-
matically prugraming heart rate (I00 to 200 beats per minute) which is accomplished
by a feedback loop control in which the workload varies automatically to produce
desired heart rates. The exercise is accomplished by manually pedaling which
. drives a DC torque motor. ThL:work is released to the environment as heat.
The rate of power application in the automatic mode shall be adjustable from
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